
 Learning and Motivation leads to Progress and Success  

Curriculum Overview Year 5: Autumn 2 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Themes 
Legacy  Through history: What is the legacy of the Vikings? Where did the Vikings leave their mark In Britain? What is the legacy of Alfred the Great? How 

have the wide ranging reforms which he introduced impacted on today’s Britain? 

Morality  Through PHSE, RE, English and History:  Should the Vikings have invaded Britain? Learning how to treat each other with kindness and making good 
choices in our lives.  

Power  Who holds power in our society? The theme of democracy and making good choices with our own power.  In relation to the novel “Charlotte’s 
Web”, who holds the power in the main relationships in the story?  How can power be used in positive and negative ways? 

Sustainability The way in which the Vikings lived was sustainable – nothing went to waste. How can we learn from this today?  Understanding how energy 
sources can be more sustainable and how good eating habits can promote sustainability.  

WE EXPECT ALL PUPILS TO READ ALOUD WITH AN ADULT EVERY DAY, EVERY NIGHT.  

Parents/carers should record comments in your child/ren’s reading record books. Pupils take home 2 stage books per 

week (unless they are a ‘free reader’) and 2 library books per week. You can also visit your local library. 

Supporting your child at home  
Ensure they know all multiplication facts up to 12 times tables and the division equivalences. Read with your child every day. Ensure they know the 
Year 3, 4 and 5 spelling lists and they practise their weekly spellings.  Make sure your child completes the set home learning every week.  

Writing 

From reading our core text: Charlotte’s Web, pupils will be learning to write two non-
chronological reports which will require them to learn how to write short, information-filled 
paragraphs, using expanded noun phrases, fronted adverbials and pronouns to avoid 
repetition. Pupils will also be writing an independent piece of writing based on the core text 
as well as writing explanations for constructing a model dragon. In addition to this, we will 
be writing discursive texts about the treatment of animals and whether or not they should 
be kept in zoos. 

Maths 
In maths, pupils will be learning to improve their addition and subtraction skills. They 
will be working with increasingly large numbers and improving their ability to solve 
arithmetic problems mentally.  Pupils will also be learning about graphs and 
interpreting information from them. Furthermore, pupils will be working on their 
multiplication and division skills and understanding prime numbers.  Pupils will also 
solve problems based on estimating and finding the area and perimeter of 
rectangles including squares.  

Computing   

We are Cryptographers!  

In this unit, pupils investigate early methods of communicating over distances, learn 

about two early ciphers and encrypt and decrypt messages in various ciphers. In 

addition to this, we will continue to focus on online safety in each lesson and 

consider the different ways in which we can keep ourselves safe. 

 

Science  
Earth and Space 

Pupils will learn how to describe the movement of the 

Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun in the solar 

system.  They will learn how to describe the movement of 

the Moon relative to the Earth and to describe the Sun, 

Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies.  Pupils 

will also use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day 

and night and the apparent movement of the sun across 

the sky. 

 
 Our country’s History  

Children will consider the impact of slavery on history and 

the role that Britain played in the transatlantic slave trade. 

They will study influential people, including Harriet 

Tubman, who was a famous conductor of the Underground 

Railroad.  

RE 

In RE, pupils will examine the 
events in Jesus’ life before his 
passion and death and the 
messages that emerge from his 
teaching. This will enable pupils 
to explore the question of who 
Jesus was, the way he is 
identified by Christians and the 
impact that he had on the people 
he encountered through his 
parables, actions, miracles and 
teaching.  

Design and Technology   
In DT, pupils will design, make and evaluate a moving toy dragon. They will generate 
ideas through investigating the best mechanism to use in order to make the wings 
move. They will learn the purpose of drawing up a specification beforehand to help 
with their designs and evaluate their product against their specification. Pupils will 
develop their ideas through annotated sketches and diagrams. They will be using a 
range of different tools and equipment to ensure a good quality finish to the product. 
Throughout this unit, children will understand the role of a cam in making part of a toy 
move.  
 

Launch Event 
Sketching and painting in the edible 
playground.  
Learning about different journeys and 
compare the migration of the Vikings to 
journeys made today, learning to use a 
compass.  
 

 
Showcase of learning  

Children will share their learning 

with each other in the classroom. 

There will also be a home 

learning exhibition.   
PE 
In PE, pupils will transfer their skills into 
games such as basketball. They will also 
develop their agility and general fitness 
through daily fitness sessions.  

Trips and experiences 
Our launch events will inspire the 
children to find out more about the 
Vikings and develop their artistic 
skills. 

Music 
Classroom Jazz 1  
This Unit of Work focuses on improvising. Using two great pieces, Three Note 
Bossa and Five Note Swing, the pupils will learn to play the pieces and then 
explore improvising with the repertoire. This half term, the children will continue 
to develop their knowledge of musical vocabulary.  
 

Modern Foreign Languages: French  

In French, pupils will develop their French 

vocabulary around the topic of French schools 

including uniform, the school day, holidays, 

instructions in class and numbers up to 100. 

Reading 

Pupils will discuss and evaluate how authors use language, considering the impact on the 
reader. Through an in-depth study of Charlotte’s Web and other linked texts, they will 
develop their fluency, extend their vocabulary and improve their ability to answer 
questions based on their reading. Pupils will also be expected to ask questions to improve 
their understanding of the texts studied. Further to this, pupils will be drawing inferences 
from their reading, such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from their 
actions and justify their inferences with evidence. They will be making comparisons within 
and across books to develop their analytical skills. Pupils will also be encouraged to discuss 
their reading preferences and recommend books that they have read to their peers, giving 
reasons for their choices. 

 

History Vocabulary: Invade, conquer, settle, rule, Viking, Anglo-Saxons 

Geography Vocabulary: Invade, settle, land use, aerial photographs. sustainable 

Science Vocabulary: rotation, gravity, orbit, solar system, axis. 

Art Vocabulary: cams, mechanism, leaver, audience  

Geography 

Pupils will continue their work on locating continents, 

countries and cities using maps.  They will also understand 

different types of settlement, land use and economic 

activity. Studying settlements will allow pupils to put their 

own local area into the wider context of their region and 

country. Children will distinguish between towns and 

villages and recognise that a town provides a higher level 

of services and functions than a village. In addition, 

children will compare the populations of different 

settlements and identify the changes to the human and 

physical features of settlements over time, including what 

has influenced these changes.  
 


